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Abstract 

As a popular emerging technology, knowledge graphs (KGs) have become a platform 

of knowledge applications and services. Two dominant graph-based knowledge 

models, RDF and LPG, are widely used to construct large-scale KGs. It is argued that 

these models have some limitations to cope with complicated knowledge structures. 

This paper proposes a noble generalized property graph model that can seamlessly 

realize the various types of knowledge structures with compact expressiveness and 

robust formalism. The paper also describes several structures of knowledge graphs to 

demonstrate the expressive capability of the proposed property graph model. Since the 

generalized graph model is compatible with RDF and LPG, it can be practically 

applied to the usual KGs with effective performance.  

   

Keywords: knowledge graph, generalized property graph, attribute-value matrices, 

frame, knowledge modeling. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Web technologies have become one of the most 

prominent sources of information and 

knowledge. A lot of the efforts have been focused 

on using the Web platform to realize large-scale 

knowledge bases. Especially, since graph-based 

formalisms not only provide an intuitive and 

effective way for knowledge modeling but also 

bring an appropriate application environment 

with knowledge from the diverse domains, a 

wide variety of graph-based approaches has been 

proposed to represent knowledge structures more 

effectively and practically. So knowledge graphs 

(KGs) have become a popular emerging 

technology with the rising of artificial 

intelligence (AI) [1], [2]. Several large-scale, 

distributed KGs such as DBpedia, YAGO, 

Freebase, and Wikidata containing a large 

number of plentiful datasets have been developed 

[3], [4]. Moreover, with the dissemination of 

Linked Open Data (LOD), KGs from the diverse 

domains have been rapidly grown to play an 

important role for knowledge sharing and the 

development of knowledge services [3]-[5]. 

However, despite enormous efforts spent to build 

large-scale KGs, major issues to realize practical 

KGs consistently remains. The most crucial issue 

is the appropriate modeling of knowledge with 

the heterogeneous features. At the moment, two 

dominant graph-based knowledge models, 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) and 

Labeled Property Graph (LPG), are widely used 

to construct large-scale KGs [6], [7]. RDF as a 

standard data model using simple triple 

structures provides the foundation of LOD. LPG 

model using the key-value pair model shows 

stronger expressiveness and good performance in 

query and storage for large-scaled KGs. 

However, these two popular graph models reveal 

the critical problems in describing the 

complicated relationships inherent in knowledge. 

The graph-based knowledge modeling should be 
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able to represent the essential knowledge 

structures such as N-ary relationships and 

reifications effectively.   

This paper proposes a novel graph-based 

modeling method to represent knowledge on the 

Web. The proposed model generalizes property 

graph using the unique property list structures. 

The paper also describes several knowledge 

modeling examples to demonstrate the 

expressive capability of the proposed generalized 

property graph model.  

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 

reviews related work and conduct an empirical 

analysis of existing approaches for graph-based 

knowledge modeling. Section 3 provides a 

theoretical definition of a generalized property 

graph and describes its unique modeling 

structures. Section 4 presents the typical 

examples of KGs to show the modeling 

capability of GPG. Section 5 discusses 

summaries and challenging issues. 

2. RELATED WORKS 

In the field of AI, several graph-based knowledge 

representation formalisms such as Semantic 

Networks and Conceptual Graphs have been 

developed, and a wide range of applications of 

graph-based methods such as the Entity-Relation 

model, UML and Topic Maps in the domain of 

database and information systems development 

have been developed[1],[8],[9]. Especially, 

various knowledge representation approaches 

such as frame and feature structures play an 

important role in linguistic knowledge 

representation in computational linguistics [8], 

[10], [11].  

In recent years a number of research into KGs 

have been conducted to realize Web-scale KGs 

containing the large volume of facts. DBpedia, 

YAGO, LOD Cloud, Freebase, Wikidata, and 

Cyc are the typical examples of the well-known 

KGs [3], [4], [12]. To implement KGs, two 

dominant graph data models, RDF and LPG, are 

widely applied for the materialization of 

Web-scale KGs [6], [7]. Although RDF and LPG 

both pursue graph-based knowledge modeling, 

they adopt different strategies to model 

knowledge representation. 

RDF has been widely used as the core data model 

for Linked Open Data (LOD) that enables the 

Web of Data. Several comprehensive LOD 

products containing plentiful RDF datasets have 

emerged, such as DBpedia and YAGO [3], [4]. 

However, RDF modeling has been widely 

criticized for its awkward structures and 

semantic interpretations. Notably, the blank 

nodes and the reification provoke the serious 

difficulties in querying and searching [13], [14]. 

Although RDF reification has been withdrawn 

from the normative sections in the latest RDF 

Recommendation, the expressive capabilities of 

RDF remain an unresolved problem [15]. 

Recently, LPG model emerged from NoSQL 

database paradigm has received significant 

attention on account of the good performance in 

dealing with a considerable amount of diverse 

data generated on the Internet [6], [9]. LPG 

model owns distinctive features, using any 

number of key-value pairs to describe the 

semantic properties of knowledge. However, the 

conventional LPG model shows a lack of 

semantic expressiveness to realize semantic 

interoperability of the knowledge in the open and 

shared environment of the Web. The value types 

of the properties used in LPG model are also 

restricted so that it cannot represent knowledge 

properties having the compound or structured 

values. 

Since RDF and LPG are popular graph modeling 

that has similar objectives, it is more reasonable 

to harmonize the distinguishable features of two 

graph formalisms in order to implement robust 

KGs effectively. 
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3.  GENERALIZED PROPERTY GRAPH 

MODEL FOR KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS 

This section describes the definition of a noble 

knowledge modeling method called generalized 

property graph (GPG). The characteristics of the 

property list that is the core structure of GPG are 

also described. 

3.1 Definition of Generalized Property 

Graphs Final Stage 

Although the generalized property graph (GPG) 

model adopts the approaches of typed 

feature-structured formalisms and LPG 

modeling, GPG embraces the open-world 

features of RDF and NoSQL conceptions of the 

key-value pair so that it can realize the common 

sharable KGs. GPG provides powerful 

expressiveness of knowledge structures and 

efficient store of property lists with index-free 

adjacency that can allow for fast querying. 

[Definition: Generalized Property Graph] A 

GPG G is a directed, labeled, attributed, 

multi-relational graph consisting of G = (E, R, 

K, P, L, ), where E is a set of entities, R 

is a set of relations, P is a set of property lists, L 

is a set of labels, : (E  R)  L is a label 

assignment, and : (E x P )  E and : (R x P ) 

 R is a conceptual function for entities and 

relations, respectively. 

In GPG, entities are represented as nodes and 

relations as edges, respectively. Both nodes and 

edges are labeled with their semantic functions. 

The edges are directed and can be multiple-edges 

between any two nodes. 

[Definition: Entity] Entity E as a primitive 

conceptual element of a domain is an atomic 

building block of knowledge, consisted of a 

property list that specifies semantic constituents 

of the entity.  

Entities denoted by nodes have a property list 

representing conceptual attributes inherent in the 

entities. Entities can have one or more labels. 

Entity labels can play a vital part in specifying 

ontological classes of entities. This makes it 

possible to form conceptual schema or hierarchy 

of ontological classes efficiently. 

[Definition: Relationship] Relationship R as a 

semantic association between entities is a binary 

construct R(E
i
, E

j
), where E

i
 and E

j
 are 

different entities. 

Relations are usually represented as directional 

links between two connected entities. So the 

elementary knowledge constructed by a single 

relation R(E
1
, E

j
) is usually represented by <E1 

 R  Ej >, called triple. 

Relations denoted by edges have a direction to 

connect two entities. As the mandatory feature of 

GPG model, similar to LPG, every relation must 

have one and only one label to represent the edge 

uniquely. Much like entities, relations also can 

have their property list. The property list of 

relations usually describes the eventual or 

contextual attributes such as time, location and 

modality when the relationship is built between 

two entities. 

[Definition: Property] A property P is a unary 

function P(X) to represent intensional features 

of the entity and relation, where X is either an 

entity or a relation. The property value can be 

literal, integer, date, and identifiable data. 

Properties are special relationships where the 

ranges of a relationship are values of a data type 

(e.g., dates, age) while they are used to denote a 

binary relation in RDF(S) and OWL. Properties 

are intrinsic characteristics, for examples, 

age(John)=33, capital(German)=Berlin, and 

height(Everest) =8848. The adjunctual 

meanings also can be properties, for examples, 

mother(Tom)=Mary, 
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birthdate(Susan)=2003-05-25, and 

nickname(Hawaii)=’The Aloha State’. 

In additions, the contextual and functional 

features of relations are represented by means of 

the property structure. For example, the temporal 

and special property of relation M = 

marry(David, Jane) can be specified as 

date(M) = 1988-04-17 and place(M)=Paris 

over M. 

Sometimes the distinction between relationships 

and properties are vague and misunderstood. In 

GPG, note that relationships are a binary 

construct to represent semantic association of 

two entities while properties are a unary 

functions to describe the conceptual features of 

an entity. So the properties have a value but 

relationships can’t. 

3.2 Property Values as Knowledge Structures 

Lists 

The property list has a flexible structure that can 

be extended to capture the comprehensive range 

of complex knowledge structures. The extension 

of the property list structure maintains the 

original formalism of the property graphs without 

any principal variants. Considering the 

expressive power and Web environment of KGs, 

GPG accepts three types of extensions: container 

value structures, hierarchical property structures 

and disjunctive value structures.  

Container Value Structures. Since the property 

graphs are based on the property list of 

property-value pairs, the diverse value structures 

are crucial to specify the properties effectively. In 

addition, the diverse value structures support the 

flexible definition of the properties and localize 

the related information in KGs. It is very 

common that some properties of real-world 

domain knowledge have multiple values, for 

examples, blood_type = [‘A’, ‘B’, ‘O’, ‘AB’] and 

planet = < :Mercury,  :Venus, :Earth, :Mars>. 

In general, there are two types of container value 

structures: set that is an unordered collection of 

distinct values and list that is ordered collection 

of objects. GPG uses square brackets [ ] to denote 

the set value structures and angle brackets < > for 

the list structures, respectively. The co-author of 

Figure 2 and the flight route of Figure 3 show an 

example of container value structures. 

Hierarchical Value Structures. The 

hierarchical property structures have been widely 

used in feature-based systems to provide more 

concise and understandable conceptualization for 

compound property[10], [16], [17]. The 

hierarchical property structures can localize the 

structured data of the properties and provide a 

preferable conceptualization of entities and 

relationships. As discussed in feature-based 

systems, the hierarchical property structures also 

have a complete theoretical basis and application 

use cases. 

The effectiveness of hierarchical property 

structures can be observed in Figure 1, 2, and 4. 

The hierarchical property structures provide a 

compact and concise representation of structured 

knowledge 

Disjunctive Value Structures. The disjunctive 

value structure is also a well-known essential 

structure to enumerate the possible feature values 

in feature-based systems[11],  [18],  [19]. The 

value disjunction provides an efficient way for 

grouping and localizing property values. The 

value disjunction has a very efficient structure to 

specify alternative property values, for examples, 

payment = cash ∨ visa ∨ mastercard or 

meal = hamburger ∨ sandwich. The 

disjunctive value structure enables compact 

structural representation and enhances semantic 

expressiveness. 

As the value disjunction is the common value 

structure of the properties, this can be applied to 

modeling embarrassing knowledge structures in 
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the various domains[11], [19]. Especially, the 

value disjunction coupled with hierarchical 

property structures shows efficient representative 

power to describe the spatial, temporal and 

thematic context. One of the prominent 

applications of the value disjunction with 

hierarchical property structures is 

time-dependent knowledge modeling. Although 

several approaches have been proposed to 

resolve this controversial constructs, RDF 

reification, named graphs and other extensions of 

RDF do not suggest plausible clarification[20]. 

However, the value disjunction with hierarchical 

property structures can efficiently describe 

time-dependent contextual data. This paper uses 

curly brackets { } to denote the value disjunction, 

i.e., payment={cash, visa, mastercard}. 

4. KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS USING 

GENERALIZED PROPERTY GRAPHS 

The conventional KGs adopt their knowledge 

modeling methods. However, much of modeling 

methods are criticized for the lack of 

expressiveness and clearness to represent the 

intricate knowledge structures such as N-ary 

relationships, temporal and spatial information, 

and reification. Although they extend their base 

framework to resolve these cumbersome 

problems, they still suffer from the complexity of 

knowledge representations. GPG modeling can 

transform the complicated relationships of these 

problems into the property list. 

 

Figure 1: Simple knowledge graph of GPG 

4.1 Simple GPG-based knowledge graphs 

The simple knowledge graph using GPG is 

shown in Figure 1. The hierarchical value 

structures of the property address and length 

show the clear description of knowledge and its 

structure. The conventional modeling approaches 

and their extensions are difficult to achieve the 

expressive power of GPG. It is very clear that the 

property list of GPG using property hierarchy and 

container value, as shown in Figure 1, gives the 

compact and comprehensive representation of 

knowledge. 

 

Figure 2: N-ary structure representation of GPG 

4.2 Representations of N-ary structures in 

GPG 

The essential relationship used in most of 

knowledge modeling is binary, namely a 

relationship between two entities. However, 

many knowledge structures of the real domain 

consist of more than 2 entities. So one of the 

critical issues in knowledge modeling is how to 

represent N-ary relationships within the binary 

framework of knowledge modeling. Although 

many approaches have been proposed to address 

the modeling N-ary relationships, the complexity 

of representation and interpretation is escalated 

by the rigid extension of the base framework[13], 

[21]. 

 

Figure 3: N-ary value representation of GP 

In GPG, some subordinate attributes of 

knowledge that are usually dealt with part of 

N-ary relationship can be effectively represented 
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within the property list. Figure 2 shows 

knowledge representation of N-ary relationships 

in GPG. The properties from and date are 

generally regarded as relationships and cannot be 

reduced into attributes. However, GPG can 

represent the subordinate attributes of knowledge 

such as temporal and spatial information within 

the property list. This gives a more explicit 

representation of knowledge than other 

knowledge modeling approaches [22-25]. 

Since N-ary relationships are the usual structure 

in knowledge, a lot of research has investigated 

the aspects of N-ary. There are several 

well-known patterns in N-ary relationships[11]. 

Some patterns related to temporal and spatial 

knowledge are simply represented with the 

property list of the relationship. The following 

example shown in Figure 3 is one of the N-ary 

patterns. However, on account of the lack of 

expressive capabilities, the conventional models 

use the intricate structures. Actually, this pattern 

is related to property values rather than structural 

relationships. GPG simply resolve this N-ary 

pattern with the container values as shown in 

Airport of Figure 3. 

4.3 Representations of reifications in GPG 

The reification is also another cumbersome 

issues in KGs. Reification is a general purpose 

technique used in RDF and OWL for 

representing additional information about 

statements used for provenance, trust, time, space 

and certainty of meta triples. However, RDF 

reification has been widely criticized for its 

awkward structures and semantic interpretations. 

Additionally, the existing reification usually 

expresses structure by means of the blank nodes, 

leading to the difficulties in querying and 

searching. 

 

Figure 4: Reification representation of GPG 

GPG can specify the reified statement by the 

co-referential property values as shown in Figure 

4. As opposed to other approaches toward the 

reification, GPG can describe the reification 

more intuitively by the property list, since the 

entities and relations in GPG can have arbitrary 

property-value pairs to describe properties 

information. This method can also be applied to 

describe the contextual or situational knowledge. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In recent years a number of sizable KGs have 

been developed, the largest ones containing more 

than 100 billion facts. However, to disseminate 

KGs to the real-domain applications, many 

practical issues such as knowledge 

expressiveness, completeness, and performance 

should be solved.  

This paper addresses a new knowledge modeling 

approach to achieve the goals of knowledge 

graphs for intelligent knowledge services. A 

GPG model from the perspective of conceptual 

modeling of knowledge is proposed. The 

proposed GPG has unique structures such as 

hierarchical property structures and disjunctive 

value structures to model real-domain 

knowledge. The paper also shows several 

knowledge graphs to demonstrate the expressive 

capability of GPG. As shown in the examples, 

GPG provides compact and comprehensive 

knowledge modeling and solves some intractable 

problems such as N-ary relations and reifications. 

Since GPG can be compatible with RDF and 

LPG, the current well-known KGs based on RDF 

and LPG can be efficiently transformed into or 
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federated with GPG-based KGs. The sound 

implementation of GPG will be investigated as a 

further research project. 
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